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What's New in the?

HttpClone is a handy and reliable command line utility designed to produce a working clone of a website. It can capture output
from an existing server, modify/cleanup the content, and then can republish the content via a build-in host or in IIS. People
looking to use this will need a strong working knowledge of http, html/xml, xpath, regular expressions, and probably a little C#.
The tool is mostly usable out of the box but requires a lot of configuration. We’ve just released a new version of the
PPHttpClone. Currently version 1.2.5 (22/7/2017). Let me say that there are some bugs fixed in this new version. Now it’s time
to explain more the features of this excellent tool. In order to make the process easier, we’ve added to the list of configuration
variables the ones used by the HttpCloneTool.exe (the tool used to clone a website). These are the default settings used by the
tool: Then we’ve changed the defaults, as suggested by a user of our forum. Note: You can choose to use the new defaults or not.
Here are the new settings used by the tool: The next change are settings that we’ve also introduced to the new beta version of the
tool that is still in testing on the web. We’ll share with you the beta settings soon. To explain better, in the last versions the tool
was using the properties called pphttpHost and pphttpPort. These properties now use the new pphttpAddress setting. Here’s the
settings used in the latest version of the tool: There are now also two new settings: pphttpCloneHost (default: pphttpClonePort
(default: 8080) The first setting is the host (where we are cloning) and the second is the port (default is 8080). As before, you
can use a full IP address instead of a hostname. The next change is that the tool now includes the http headers sent by the server,
so you can modify them if needed. Finally, we’ve introduced a new property called pphttpUrl. This is the url used for the
requests that will be made by the tool (for example a clone request will be sent to the site with the url The new value of the
property is the http url of the site to clone. Here are the new settings used in the latest version of the tool: Now, we need to
explain how the tool works
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System Requirements:

Hard-disk space: 4.7 GB iPad 3: 128 GB iPhone 3GS: 64 GB Apple TV: Apple TV 3rd Generation Note: Apple TV HD is
required for video playback. VST Plugins: Any VST plugin format supported by AudioUnit is compatible with Digital
Performer. However, a 64-bit host is required to run plugins compiled in 32-bit mode. MIDI Mapper: MIDI Mapper (or any
other third party application with MIDI support) can be used to
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